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Position: Application Developer (iOS)
Experience- Up to 8 Years
Compensation- Best in Industry
Open Positions – 2
Location- Gurugram

Eligibility Requirements:
1. MCA/MSc/BE/BTech in information technology, software engineering, computer science, or related
field.
2. Minimum 5 years of experience in Swift, Objective-C and Cocoa Touch.
3. Minimum 3 years of experience in iOS frameworks such as Core Data, Core Animation, etc.
4. In-depth understanding & experience with offline storage, threading, and performance tuning
5. Familiarity with restful APIs to connect iOS applications to back-end services
6. Knowledge of other web technologies and UI/UX standards, Apples design principles and interface
guidelines
7. Knowledge of low-level C-based libraries with performance and memory tuning with tools.
8. Familiarity with cloud message APIs and push notifications, locations and Map API's.
9. Have published one or more iOS apps in the app store.
Job Description & Responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Design and build advanced applications for the iOS platform
Collaborate with cross-functional teams to define, design, and ship new features.
Unit-test code for robustness, including edge cases, usability, and general reliability.
Identify and correct bottlenecks, work on bug fixing and improving application performance.
Continuously discover, evaluate, and implement new technologies to maximize development
efficiency.
6. Help maintain code quality, organization, and automatization
7. Build and publish applications in app stores Implement new technologies to maximize application
performance
8. Ensure the performance, quality, and responsiveness of applications with solid understanding of
the full mobile development life cycle.
About Company
Biocube Metrics Pvt. Ltd. is 100% subsidiary company of USA parent which is part of the large, diversified
business group with interests in investment banking (www.euromaxcapital.com), green energy
(www.sunwaysglobal.com), homeland security (www.eirenesystems.com), mining, trading etc. globally
Biocube has been emerged as internationally recognised and rapidly growing brand during last 5+ Years
with its offices in USA, India and around the globe.
Biocube has successfully developed a proprietary Computer Vision, AI & multi model Biometric technology
platform for which it has filed patent in USA.
E-Mail: career@biocube.ai / Contact Number: 0124-4420107 www.biocube.ai
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